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Integrity cleanroom mop 
handle
600-1008

Comfortable 1” diameter handle reduces hand strain, 
transfers maximum energy with minimum exertion. Made 
of high quality polyester and composite materials using 
pullwound technology. durable and lightweight
(16 oz./64 grams). Impervious to water, grease, gasoline, 
detergents, sanitizers and solvents. Will not rot, corrode 
or oxidize. easy to clean. Compatible with gamma, eto 
and autoclave sterilization - up to 250˚F (121˚C) for 30 
minutes.

PRODUCT

 ∙ easy to clean
 ∙ Compatible with gamma, eto and autoclave 

sterilization
 ∙ lightweight
 ∙ non-sterile

FEATURES

ORDER CODE SIZE (ADJUSTABLE LENGTH X DIAMETER) PACK SIZE

600-1008 864mm (34”) - 1575mm (62”) x 25.4mm (1”) Each

to be used with:

 ∙ 600-1007 Mop frame
 ∙ 600-1000 sponge head
 ∙ 600-1005 sponge head sterile
 ∙ 600-1001 polyester cover
 ∙ 600-1006 polyester cover sterile
 ∙ 600-1002 disposable mop deads (poly Cellulose)
 ∙ 600-1003 disposable mop heads (polyester)

APPLICATIONS


